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Realization dawned on Angus. "I see! So do these two types of pills work the same way?"

"More or less! I've just made these new Sun Pills, though, so I haven’t tested them! Why don't we let Elder Thompson try one?"

Leon said thoughtfully.

"You want my uncle to try one? What do you mean?" Angus was stunned.

According to what he knew, the Sun Pills could aid martial artists in the Semi-Almighty State in getting to the Almighty State.

Originally, he planned to hand one of the Sun Pills to Yuri and leave the other two to two other family members who were in the

Semi-Almighty State to produce two more martial artists in the Almighty State for the Thompsons.

Yet, Leon asked that Arthur take one of the pills, which confused Angus.

Arthur, Yuri, and the others were all equally confused.

"Uncle Angus, you may not know this, but the Sun Pills can increase the energy within martial artists who practice light methods.

They don't just work for martial artists in the SemiAlmighty State, but for those in other states as well! Since Elder Thompson is in

the Advanced Almighty State and has tremendous energy within him, he might just need one Sun Pill to have a breakthrough

and reach the Peak Almighty

State!" Leon explained.

Arthur publicly announced that he was choosing Angus as the next leader of the family partly because he wanted to set his

responsibility as the leader aside so that he could focus on his training and reach the Peak Almighty State as soon as possible.

Leon knew about this and asked Arthur to try the Sun Pill because he wanted to see how the new version of the Sun Pill worked,

but also wanted to take this opportunity to grant Arhtur's wish of reaching the Peak Almighty State.

Once Arthur reached the Peak Almighty State, he would be fully capable of capturing the Southern Boss if the Southern Boss

appeared to rescue Rodney.

"What?"

Arthur, Angus, and the others were all stunned.

Though a Sun Pill could produce a martial artist in the Initial Almighty State for the Thompsons, that was hardly comparable to

having a member of the family reach the

Peak Almighty State. If the Sun Pill could indeed help Arthur get to the Peak Almighty State, it would be worth it even if they had

to give Arthur all three Sun Pills.

"Mister Wolf, do you mean that? Can the Sun Pill help me get to the Peak Almighty State? But, how's that possible?" Arthur

snapped out of it and asked in disbelief.

The Peak Almighty State was a few levels away from the Initial Almighty State, so he found it hard to believe that the Sun Pill

could help with his training at all.

Apart from Arthur, the others felt the same and struggled to believe that the Sun Pill contained such power.
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